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ABSTRACTS OF THE 

     LITERATURE

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL 

IN JAPAN

Vol. %II AIIGIIST, 1938 lUo. 4

1-GENERAL AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

qz. The equilibrium of the system TiO,-
SO, H,O at 150°C. T. Saga++•a. J. Soc. CCberu• 
btd..Tagtan, 41, 5z-5fi (t 938).-In bisprevious 

papers the author reported his exptl. results,?I' 
the system in question at too°C. 'fhe present 
report. concerns with the results ot•ezperiment 
on the n}•stem at tso°C performed with the 
object to see how much the reaction world 
6e accelerated and what compounds might 
esis[ at t5o°C. Fsperimcnts were carried out 
in almost the slme o~ay as al too°C. Iirit 
at 15o°C, oo•ing to the boiling of the soln„ 
the Ixttgc used mold not he opened in the 
thermostat when the mncn. of sulphuric acid 
was Icss than 5z.5 % SO„ whose concentra-
tion corresponded to the acid having the 
roiling point just at t go°C.. Fortunately, moss 
of the sulphates of titanium, especially basic 
sulphates, are less rcacti+-c, sn the samples 
cw he lakon alter cooling the lottlc. In.these 
cases, from the result of calculation, care has 
been taken to minimise the error due to the 
vaporisation and condensation of water in the 
dead space of the i~essel within the exptl. 
error. 

   As the result, it has been fitmul that in 

this system Ti0_ and four kinds of sulphates 

of titanium, whose molecular ratios TiO.: 
SO,:H,O:ue6:;:}, t:r;t, t:t:oand 
z : 5 ::5 resp.; are present as the solid phase 

at t5o°C. Among those four sulphates, the 

two-fi : j : q :utd ? : 5 : 5-have been found Ibr 

rite fiat time in the present investigation. 
   The range of conceidmtion which pptes. 

TiO.: by hydrolysis, o•as widened to 3(.z 
at r;o°C he t.7 % of SOa mmparcrl with that

at too°C. And in the range of hydrolysis [he 
sohrbilin• of 1'i0; was lowered. The ppted. 
"I'i0

_ contd. t-•3.3 % of St)~, which teas 
alwat oue half of that at too°C aC the corres-

pmuling. mncn. of sulpharic acid, changin;~ 
according to rate concn. of sulphuric acid in 
the nio[her liquor. The purity of the ppterl. 
Ti0_ u:•ts g5~g3 io, which woes a little higher 
than that at roo°C (9z~y3 %). 

   .\mong these sulphates the snlpha[e +vhosr, 
molecular ialio TiO:: SO, : H.O was z : 5 : 5 
teas easily soluble in :cater. 

   Generally speaking, the more basic the 
srilphate is. the less easy to dissohr. The 
time required before equilibrium isestablhed 
is. considerably shortened :cod only clout rote 
tenth of that at ioo°C i+ nccessarv in the 
whole range. Author. 

q;. On the differential equation of 
ultraeentrifuging. S. t)ka. I'rnr. Ylry.+.-
Jlarli: Soe. .7rjxarz, 19, toq{-now h93i)~ 
lannn's differential equation of ultmttntrifug-
ing. 

       oc o=c t oc      = k ~-+--~ 

      ~ ae             -sm- tzc ,      a> 

has. been soR~ed, salisfj•ing certain boundarv 
and initial mnditicnts. The applicability of the 
solo. has been confirmed by performing num-
erical calculations. Au[hor. 

q;. Studies on the aqueous solutions 
of some chromic salts. II: Modified 
green chromic sulphate, of-green 
chromic chloride and green chromic
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sulphate. IL Suala. Frr1/. G7rem. 50' e. 
.layau, 12, 5zq-53fi 0937)•-ror the tnodi-
fied green chromic sulphate, the formula of 
µol-mono- or di-sulphato-di-chromic sulphate 
is deduced (i) from its absorption spectra, (ii) 
from the quantities of sulphuric acid produced 
when this salt is formed fmm violet chromic 
sulphate, and (iii) from the sulphate ions 
.chick is pplal. 6y Lnrium chloride in carious 
dilutirnts. \\'hen hydroxo-pentayuo chromic 
chloride spin. teas heated, the author recog-
nized theprtxiuction of ol-compnu nd, to tvluch 
the formula of dial-octayuo-di-chromic 
chloride was given. The modification of the 

green chromic sulphate in nqumus solo.. 
pmduced on standing, on heating, or on 
addigg sotlivm hcdmxidc, is discussed. 

                           Author. 

q~. On the kinetic theory of monatomic 
liquid. A. Flamshima. Prce. I'/eye.-7laflr. 
Soc. ./nlxnb IFI, 20, tzo-lza (r935).-In 
order to invesligaic the behavior of atoms in 
monatomic liquids $te. author proposed a 
simpl¢ utodel, and regarded each atom as 
composed of a massless solid sphere and an 
oscillntrn• in it, which having the. massof Ere 
atom were hound to the cenh~e by a foam 

proportional to the distance from it- The 
atoms were cnsiderel to collide wills each 
other in so dense an aggregation as almwt in 
the solid state and the oscillator was incessantlc 
daiating from the centre of the sphere. By 
this model it is shown that the specific heat 
obeys llulong-Petit's law. The thermal pres-
sure was rnlat. as follows: 

     1'=(zcFT}IJzr,Ia=, 
where P is the thermal pressure, c the pro-

portional most. for the form acting on the 
oscillator, b the ]ioltzmm~n's most., and a 
what is obtained br the formulae (;/3),za'= 
JI,~Ld, where .11 is the atomic neigh[, L 
Loschmidt's number, and d the densin•. The 
msuhs for A. K, Na mlrl Hg were comparai 
with those obCtinal (n,m thermalvnamical 
dua, [bat is, with those calcd. b}• the formnlne 
l'=%'(n/x) or P=(cr,-n„)/Vd, where rs is the 
expansion coeff. and z is the compressiL,ilin•. 
The agreement is satisf.•tctop• considering the

simplificmtinns made in Nte thmry. nmhor. 

q6. Studies on the ignition of explosive 
gas-by heated wire, K, I Iadome. /lo,Fkae-

 4'anko, 282, t-tz (lg3S),-As the causes 
inducing explosion of gas in the coal-mice. 
the combustion of Tungsten lilament by 
breakage of electric bulb and the rat-healed 
surface formed by short on cords of electric 
stfet}• lamp, leading wire, el¢ctdc cord, sign-
ing wire etc. are considered. The present 
expts. were carnal out to ecamine these causes, 
avd the results obtained as the temp. of igni-
tion of gases by heated wire are given. 

                              ]. C. i.. 

y7. The Faraday effect of strong 
electrolytes in aqueous solutions. VI. 
A. Okazaki. .dent. Ryoj~tm t`ol/. h'nry., 111, 
3q-v3 (tg39).-By the use of the data for 
the maGneto-optical rotation of a number of 
electrolytes in aqueous solo. oluaiual hp other 
hnestigators, the variation with mncn. of the 
corrected molecular rotation 111[D_] was 
studied. It o•as found that the 91[U_f-v:ducs 
of I-ICI, I}Ilr, Ii I, CdCI., :VCI„ CsAr, CdBr., 
NH,Br, CdI_ and CH~CQl1Li decrr,tse with 

                      1' fmcrrumg conrn., w ulc those o IiSO,. 
N}I,NO„ 1L.SO„ {KIi~.SO,. IICIO~. LiCltl„ 
H IO, and LiIO~ increase and that of CIi, 
COON is practically independent of dre mncn. 

   The-A1[D.}values at infinite dilutiat were 
detd, h}• graphical extrapolation. \Inst of 
[hem proved to he given by the sum of dre 
cor~rted ionic rotations. Author. 

yS. Magneto-optical molecular rota-
tions of electrolytes in undiasoclated 
stat¢s. A. Okazaki. Dlenr. /fyrpmt C'o1/. 
Eny.. 10, tt;-t l9 (t937)•-The corrected 
molecular rotation; nl[D] of some electrolytes 
in undissociated s~ltes, i.e. IICI. I-I Br and I-II 
in liquid slate, and NaCI, KCI, CaFr anti 
NaClO; in solid state, were rnlcd. h}• the 
use of the data for the magneto-optinl rota-
tions which haJ been obtained for D-lines be 
otber invesne~ators. From mm{xtrison with 
the values nr nl[n~~ at dissociated states, it 
fuss found that for liCl, Ii Br, Ill, NaCI and 
iiCl a decreue in the correrted nx9eadar
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ro4a[ion takes place upon fnrmaliou of mole-
cules from free ions as in the case of the 
molecular refraction. Author. 

yq. A study of carbon tetrachloride 
ethyl alcohol system F. Ishikana and T. 
S'amaguchi. tin//. hrd. PGyx. CT~em. Re.-
+carch, 17, zSfi-z$$ (tg33).=I'he vapnar 

pressure of CCI~ C.HgOI-I system was me:+sured 
at z5° by the ebulliosmpic method, and the 

partial pressure curves of the liquids, and 
each component mere detd. This system 
presented a great positire deviation from 
Raoulis laa', 'I'hc max. vapour pressure was 
about t44 mm. and mrresponderi m the mot 
fraction of CCI„ o.7:t. Applying- Duhem-
9[argulcs formula to Ihcx results, the following 
equations e•crc ohlainal : p,=P,xe i.z~93 
(r-x)'-7.3fifi;(t-x)'+a.o73z(t-x)'. and 
p.=l'_(t-x)e t.6o5t x=-z•gy3S x'}q•o73z .r'. 
where p, and p, are the partial pressure of 
CCI, and C.IL,OH resp., 1', and 1': the vapour 

pressures of Inch pare phase, and x the moI 
fiaction of CCIa. hrom the above-mentioned 
resuhs, the activity of'cach componart, coclf: 
and other thennodr•namicnl numerical values 
rr•crc calve. J. C. L. 

too. 'f he production of carbon monoxide 
and hydrogen by methane-steam reac-
tion. I. Action of a nickel catalyst 
upon the water gas reaction. S. 
Tutumi. .T. Cheer. Snc..Tapste 53, 379-390 
(t937).-The water gas reaction at 700° and 
3o0°C. in the presence of a nickel catalyst, 
adding toy' :11.0,, \IgO, FiOr, 'I'hO_, CuO. 
\InO, CaO, te,O, and ''/.nO as promotor 
was crimined. The results of the mmparis0n 
lxHnecn these pmmotors are as follon•s: Ni 
t to% nlgO catalyst has the highest catalytic 
ability for the oxidation of CO. So long as 
the pmmotors added do not st much pro-
mote the sintering of Vi catalt•st, the lamer 
ability to midizc CO n pmmoror has, the 
more ell'ective it is. J. C. L. 

tot. Oxygen exchange reaction between 
water and carbonic acid ion T. Titani. 
T. 1\forita :utd F. l;oto. Roll. (.'hear. Soc• 
.Tuynrr, 13, 3z9-33n (ur3S).-1'hrntgh repealed

Genu~n! mrd P/~r~ifrnf C/e±mrsrrp 1'?i 

d issoln. and set>,amiion ryas done at room. 
temp. with heavy water whose heavy oxygen 
real coned. and fully dried 7{_CO„ the mncn. 
of heavy water sedan decreased. No ex-
change of the oxygen atoms between water 
and carbonic acid ion took place. J. C. L. 

toz. Condensation of styrol in heav}• 
water and heavy alcohol. n1. I{oizumi 
and T. Titani. Rte!/. ChCllL Soc..Tnpxrn, 13, 
go;-3og (tg33).-In condensation (at tw°C) 
of styrol in heavy water and heav}• alcolwl 
(C.H;OD), no escbauge reaction was observed. 

                              j. C. L. 

to3. Comm~tration of heavy hydrogen 
in hydrocarbon. T. Aforita. K. Goto, and 
T. Titani. Ru/!. Cbenr. Sce..lujxrn, 13, 99-t to 

(t933J.-\l'ater formed by horning carho-
hydrales (cane sugar and cotton) in the air 
had a Ligher densih than the ordinary mater 
due to the abundance of heavy isotopes of 
ox}•gen in the a~atcr formal. •Phc hydrogen 
miitained io the water formed by the slid 
coitibustion was heavier than the nnlinam 
]ij~drogea br aL»ut t T, J. C. L. 

toa. A study of hydrogen anode electric 
current by means of oscillogrnph. G. 
Clkamoto and T. lijima. Rat/. Ind. Phys. 
Clrem. RrxnrcA.lfi, ti-fi-t43fi (t937)•-\lrhen 
\i hydrogen electrode which has Irecn pola-
rised into anode reaches a most. crate, the 
electric current decrz~scs mpidl}• at first sari 
then gmdnallt•. To investigate this pheno-
menon yuami4ltively, the current ryas plalo-

graphed. The results are as follows: sudden 
decrease in the electric current meths the 
decrease in the number of the hgdrogen 
atoms adsorbed on the surface of the dectmrlc, 
and We gradual decrrue at the later period 
is due to the diffusion of the h}•drogen atoms 
in the interior of the electrode to the surfam; 
the number of the adsorption points of the 
h}~dcogen molecules is to" pei• em=; the heat 
of actuation for 6ic ionisation of the adsorbed 
h}airo~en moms is i(.6 cal. J. C. L. 

io5. Hydrogen exchange reaction ber 
tween nitrophenol and water (I) I?x-
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 change reaction and hydrogen bond. 
 RI- Roizumi and T. "I'itani. Irrll. Cketa. Soc. 

 .7¢pan, 13, 3t8-3x8 (t 938).-hydrogen ex-
 change reaction behceen p-, rn- and o-nitro-

 phenol and heavy water was studied at too°C. 
 I] in OH radical enters immediately into 

 exchange reaction. \Vhen heavy water is ad-
 equately acidiherh two hydrogen nuclei of o-
 and T-fomt cord three hydrogen nuclei of rn-

 (orm gmduall}• Imgin exchanging. In this 
 case, the reaetinh velocity of alkali solo. 

 is larger than that of acid solo, O( the three 
 kinds of alkali heavy water, the exchange 

 velocity ofr-form is almost equal to that of 
 nt-Fxm, and that of o-form is remarkabl}• 

 small. From the fact that the eschagge 
 velocities of those two fomis are almost equal, 

 it is seen tharaceelemiinn br OH radical for 
 the exchange reaction is far greater than retar-

 dation by \O, radical. That the exclxtnge 
. reaction of o-compound is small is considered 

 to be [lueto hcdrogen bond of OH radical 
 with O of NO_. The rest of the hydrogen 

 atoms also gradually enter into exchange-
 re:ution at a velocity smaller than the aMve-

 mentione[I velocity. J. C. L. 

 to6. Relation between the configuration 
 of the metallic . complex salts and their 

 absorption spectra. III. vin{CO(NH,), 

 (NO,),_G H. Sue[la. J. Cbua. Snc. Jr7urn. 
 59, 17-48 (Ig33).-Under the assumptirnt of 

 the existence of the c+e-type in [Co(ATII,), 
 (CIO,),], the H_O molecules of vin{Co(SI3,), 

 (H,CI),] (\O~a wv exchanged for the \O, 
 radical and vie{Co(\Ha)a(N0.),] made. The 
 spectrum taken prove[I to tie of the same 

 type as [Co(\H,I;NO,]Ch and vin{Co(\Ha)a 
 (\U,),]CI. It coincides with the absorption 

 which was expected from the :assumption in 
 the previous paper ). C• I_ 

 toy. Hydrogetr exchange reaction be-
 tween water and pyrrol; indol and their 

 CH, derivatives. It Exchange of hydro-
 gen between pyrrol and water. I1I. fio-

 izumi and 1•. Titani. b'edl. Ckcur. Sx. JaPan, 
 13, SS-94 (t 938): The hydrogen molecules 

 were exchanged at room temperature between

ACTS Vol. \II 

pyrrol and neutral heavy water, llrhen heavy 
water wag acidified to the pI[ value larger 
than z, H combined to C did not undergo 
exchange-reaction even after shakhtg for to 
hours at 30° ; when the pH value was made 
stnnllec than z, the exchange took place 
slowly; tvhenitw:assntallerthan t.eynilibritim 
.v:u soon established. In the exchange due 
to H u( C-H bond all the II atoms in a 

pyrrul molecolc undero~ent the reaction simul-
taocously. I( heave hydrogen distribution 
meff. behceeu heavy water and II of \-II 
bond is taken m be aS3, that hehceen. heavy 
outer and I} of C-H bond will be o.~a 
• II . Hydrogen exchange reaction 
between heavy water and thiophen or 
furan. ibid., 91-98-Eschazrge of hydrogen 
did not ocenr beto•een Len'y o•ater and tiophen 
even under sucb a condition as it would take 

place between pcrrol and Leavy water From 
this. fact the secondary- exchange reaction 
lsehceen pyrrol and heavy water is ascribed to 
NH radical. 

   III. Exchange reaction of hydrogen 
between water and N-methyl-pyrrol. 

iLid., zqS-8oq.=Though IV-methyl-pyrrol and 
neutral heavy water were shaken to-gether fix 

a .long time at room ¢emperature, no exchange 
reaction took place. "This is because 1\= 
meths]-pyrrol has no dissociated II. \4'ben 
heavy water acidified by EI(.1 to pI-I smaller 
titan 3 was em ploye[l, an exchange similar 
to dte semndan• our of pyrrol took place, 
and its reaction velocib• beatme renlarkahlr 
large with decreasing pH ealue. All the 
hydrogen atoms in .the. \'-methyl-indol mole-
cule partake in the reaction, and distribution 
coeff. of heavy hydrogen is o.6S. 

   IV. Hydrogen exchange reaction 
between indol and water. iLid., ;o,-3tS. 
-1\'hen indol and neutral Letvy water were 

shaken at 60°, hydrogen wtirbined with S 
of the indol molecule quickly underwent ex-
change reaction. In the case of hrnvy water 
acidified by HCI to the pH value z.5, there 
wa> no riifferenee from the case of neural 
heavy water; when the pH value was +.;-
o.;, one of the }t of C-lI bond (perhaps H 
atthe i3 position} was exchanged (the secon-
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dary exchange reaction) ; when the pH value 
was below o.j, ll at the rz }wsition also 
underwent exchange reaction (the tertiary ex-
change reaction). Condensatiar of vrdol took 

place parallel with those secondary and tertian 
exchange reactions. The distribution mefis.

of heavy hydrogen behveen water and indnl 
in the case of the primary, secondary and 
tertiary exchange reactions are as follows 
k,=l:(\1I/H_o)=t.o7, xr=k(~i-cH/Il.o) 
=ei69, k,=k(a-CH/H,O)=o..tj. 

                                   ). C. i..

2-ATOMlC STRUCTURE, RADIOCHEMISTRY 

       AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY

to8. Spectroscopic Studies of the Ex-
treme Ultra-Violet. T. $uga. Sci. Paytera 
foal. Phya. Chenz. Reaerrrdi, 34, 7-3r (t 937)• 
-Using a t metre vacuum spectrograph of 

$ieglnhn type. the extreme ultra-violet specun 
of hydroge», helium and neon were investi-

gated, special attention being paid on the in-
licence of a trace of one gas mixed with 
another gas. Extension of the series o•as 
achieved for the following series : Lyman 
series ofhvdrogen (formerly n=r; now to n= 
?s), 1[el,l'$a-m'1'{; HeII, 1°$}-m'PI l; 

and NeI, 1'$n-m'Pn 1'Sr-m'P„ 1'$n-md„ 

   Various methods of excitation were tried 
D. C. arc with a hollow cathode, or with a 
water-cooled cathndq A. C. excitation giving 
disrvptice discharge, .etc. .among various 
features presetrted, the following may bemen-
tirnred : i) The particular enhancement of the 
intercrnnbination line of IIeI, d j9t A, v= 
1'$n-2'P„ in a D. C. discharge : iiJ The 
appearance of many forbidden HeI lines 
violating the 1L-rule in a disruptis•e discharge; 
iiil Change in the relative intensity of HeI 
and Hcll spectra, according to di6eretice in. 
[he condition of excitation ; iv) The ehatige 
in the relative intensities of Ve! lines PS„-
d'P„ 1'$n-4`P„ 1~$n-j'P, and 1'$a-j'Pt 
when a (race of neon was mixed in helium, 
as mmparerl with the case of pure neon. 

                          Author. 

tog. The cathodo-luminescence of lum-
inescent. calcium ail[cate. F.. iwase and

ti. limori. Sci. Papera Init. Pleya. Chene. 
Reaemnh, 34, t 73-t 79 (t g33).-It was confirm-
ed that the ioiense pelbw catlwdo-lumi-
nescence exhibited by some specimens of 

Japanese wollastonite and pectnlite, whose 
main constituent is calcium silicate, is to be 
ascribed to a small amount of manganese 
contained in these minernls. The content of 
manganese in natural wollastonite and pectnlite 
wag determined. Comparisons were made on 
the cadtorlo-luminescence }nods as well as the 
manganese cimten[s between the natural speci-
mens and synthesized materials. Authors. 

rto. A note on the excitation of elec-
trons by neutrons. E. '!'akala. l'i~nc. Pb~•=: 
,lfatb..Soc. Jayau, III. 19, 33 838 (t937)~ 
A. new phenomenon, which can be explained 
by assuming that electrons are emitted from 
atoms when the}' internc[ with neuh'ons, has 
found by Kikuchi and his co-workers, Gibson, 
$eahorg, and Gmheme, however, dill not admit 
the neceasit}• of the above assumption in 
studying the emissions of gamma-rays from 
lead and iron, bomtxtrtled with Rn}Be fast 
neutrons. More exact estimation of the elect 
was made by using Rn+Be neutron source. 
Attention was paid fix diminishing the wall 
effect. The results obinined confirmed the 
existence of the ellect discovered by Kiknchi 
and others. Author. 

itt. Vibrations] analysis of ultraviolet 
bands of lithium, sodium and potassium 
molecules: H. Voshinaga. Prac. Phya.-DIatG.
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Soc...7a7xaar„ IIL.19, to73-te83 (t937I•-More 
than one hundred hand heads were already 
found in the obsen•ation of six ultraviolet hand 
systems ~of Na. molecule. The molecular 
coast. of these band systems, together with 
those one Ixtnd system of Na. molecule and 
five band s}'stems of K_ molecule which were 
newly found b}• the author, were calal. in 
the ribialional analysis. The dissocn. pro-
ducts, the dissocn. energy and the symbol of 
the upper sate of all utraciolet band systems 
of Li., Na_ and K, molecules, mold lae detd. 
by comparing the corresponding band systems 
from the following three facts. t) The intensity 
distribution and the molecular coasts. of the 
corresponding frond systems of these three mole-
culesare similar to one another. t t) The dis-
socn. energy ll calcd. by 13irge-Sponer's methal 
is ~ eater than the True value of D„ so there 
holds the relation : v~~-D'-Do'l excitation 
energy of dissxn. .produce v,,,,+ll'-D". 
iii) All the upper st,•tleS of these band systems 
are single. author, 

nz. On the interaction of elementary 
particles. II. 1 L Yul::nsa and S• S•tkata. 
I7oc. Phy.+. Jfalh. Soc..fapan, 19, to8;-to93 
(t93S).-ln the, previous papers, (Yukana, 
Prac. /'hyx:.l7all<. Sx..7apa», 17, ;S (t93j)) 
one of the authors. introduced anew field, 
which ryas responsible. for the short range 
exchange force between the neutron. and the 
proton as well :ts for the p-disintegration. 
This field tamed out to he accompanied by 

quantt each with the charge either to or -e, 
the mass alwut t/to of that. of the proton and 
zero or integer spin, obeying the close stuistits. 
In this paper, the yoantization of the new 
field was performed which was represented 
by hvo scalar fmtctions complex conjugate to 
each other. The interaction of this field with 
the heavy particle was deal[ with as that of 
the eleclromagrtetic field with the charged 

particle. The exclvinge force of the 1-leisen-
berg t}'pe behviceu the neutron and the proton. 
can be obtained, but with wrong sign. •1'he 
interaction between hvo neutrons. or lwn pro-
tons; which is deduced ns higher order effect 
is too small by a factor to. Thus, the intrt>-

Vol- XLI

duction of non-scalar field seems to be neces-
sitated. 'I'Irc problem of passtge of high 
energy-heavy quanta through matter was con-
sidered and the cross sections for t}•pical 
processes were calcd. Authors. 

ti3. On the molecular spectrum of 
hydrogen emitted by an me discharge. 
H. Hasunuma. I'~nc. Phys. ,lfalk. Soc..lapan, 
20; txj (tg38).-The spectrum of an arc run 
in H. :u about t afro. pressure and of a 
current strength of z.6 amp. was inresligated 
with a 3.z A/mm dispersion in the region from 

greeh to red. The spectrum was very much 
different in relative intensity of lines from the 
ordinary one. There was alst a large uumbeP 
of inlmse new lines. 'J°hc latter helongetl 
mostl t• [o hi•~her rotational numbers of the 
o-0 or t-t hands of 3P'rz-zs!,• (a-Ixtntls), 
and 3d'_°. r.. d-zp'.-:. Fac6 rotational 
branch has teen extended cen•-far, for ex-
ample, in the R-branch •o( 3d''S-zp'r., o-0 
lend, beyond the zoth member. The maxi-
mum intensity lies at the 6th or ylh member 
for each branch. h'or some hands [he series 
s[oppetl abruptly at a certain member. This 
+vas ascribed to perturbations among various 
upper levels. Author. 

t t;. Absorption apectrum and molecular 
structure, I Aromatic amines. S• fiato 
and F. Someno. Sci. Palrre hrxl. Ph~a. 
I{r,rm•ch, 33, zo6-z3o (t 937)•-~1 strong 
diffuse absorption starting at al+ctut d zjooA 
due to every aromatic amine seem to mrres-

pnnd definitek pi tar ultra-violet bands of 
\Ha, whose absorption represents the cons•er-

gence point of R}•dberg series involving the 
excitation of the normal [%a] to the lowest. 
excited state (3s) of a non-bonding zp(z) 
electron of the single bonded tervalent nitrogen. 
Since the excited orbi4•tl (3sJ partly overlapped 
the phenyl radirtl or aronnd an atom group, 
the authors considered the electronic interac-
tions between the amino and the phenol 
radicals containing both loose bonds. 'I'al:ing 
trognizance of the oltseried spectra, the authors 
concluded drat the pairing of zp (z) electron 
is not destroyed be the effect of strong interac-
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lion. The salt lormaliuu sh0ukl prolztbFv Ire 
caused 6v the destruction of the electron 

pairing of zp(z). Investigation on the com-
plicated aromatic amines suggests that the 
excited orbitals (3s) should be nearly .the same. 
as in aniline as well as in normal orbitnls (/.), 
in order that the mmpouncfs may give a 
spectrum in the gaseous state or in ether and 
cone, hLSO, solos., having a close rexnthlance 
to that of aniline. dome specific characters 
were found in their spectra acconlins to the 
number or nature of the snhslituenis replaced 
in the \ atom of the amino radical 

                            Authors. 

rt5. Application of interference spectro-
scope to a study of the fine structure 
of a molecular spectrum. S. Imanishi. 
&¢1L (,'Gwrr- Soc..kq.w+, 13, 77-53 (r93S).-Bp 
means of a crosse<l spectroscope which con-
sisted of1lichelson echelon lattice or Lunrner-
Gehrcke interference plate, the fine structure 
of d (aoo :1, 3sa' ̀ '~zpr.'Il. o-ro of the 
helium lxmd spectrum was studied. The 
etTect of the isompe of Au was also studicrl 
from the molecular spectrum of AuII. 

                            J. c. L. 

nfi. llissociation of molecules in the 
carbon xtars. S'. Fujitn. 1'roc. Phya.-JI¢lk. 
Suc. Jap¢a, III, l0, t;q-tgq (tg38).-As to 
the cnrlun stars whose redness rosy have 
some iulh+ence on the interpetation of their 
physical character, the author vied to cats. 
the m0lecalar abundance and to discuss the 
intensity variation in Che molecular band. [-Ie 
applied new formulae to the electron pressure 
and the surface gmy+t}~, taking the luminosit}• 
of T and \ stars into account. He explained
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the scatterutg of CN mtd C_ band intensities 
in these stars as due to the difterencc in the 
sequences of luminosity, mass and letup. 

                            Author. 

t r ~. The spin angular momentum of the 
electron. U. Kaminuma. Sci. Pal><:ra b+ae, 
Qlrcu+. Rcac¢rck, 34, t39-t 93 (t938).-The 
author proposes a theory which is diRerent 
from the predecessors' in the Fact that the 
classical fomtula for the density of the att~ular 
momentum of a light wave, m=[r~.Yj/c', is 
applied to the spherical electron as discussed 
in the previous papers (Tleis Abntr¢da, \o. 
qo), and a plausihle physical interpretation of 
the spin is given by taking a special set of 
the quantum numbers (n. I, m)=(3, o, ). 
'Thus it is rnncluded that the intrinsic angular 
momentum of the electron is h. Author. 

t t8. The near infra-red spectrum of HgI, 
'I'. Suga, 11f. Kamiyama and T. Sugium. Sci. 
Papers Irua. P/tya. Client. lieaearc4, 34, 3z-
aq (rg37).-Using a 3o amp. mercury arc as 
the source of light, and in such n long ex-

posure as too hrs., IIDI spectrum in the noxr 
infra-red region was im'es[isated. Compared 
with the precious e~pt. by the authors, the 
accuracy of the measurement was considembl}• 
improved (errortoot A} by the use of a 

plane grating and a t metre objective lens, 
instead of the prism spectrograph. Among 
the zt4 lines in the resins benceen d 5700 
and d t37oo :\. shout qo line were newly 
fi~und, of which zq lines were desigtated into 
different series. Although rather narrow in 
the range, remarkably high sensitivity of the 
"Sakom" q5o film was noticed in the region 

near A toooo :l. Authors.

       3-ELECTROCHEMISTRY 

trq. Magneto•optical molecular rota-
tions of electrolytes in undissociated 
States. :1. Ok:uaki. :lleru. Hynjxrz Cnll. 
Eng., 10, n; (t937}.-The corrected mole-
cular rotations 11I [D] of some electrolytes in

AND THERMOCHEMISTRY 

  undissncd. stales. i.e. IIC1, Hlir and CII in 
  liquid state, and \aC7, KCI• CaFe and XaC10, 

  in solid smte, lave been cnlcd. from the data for 
  the magnetooptical rotations which had been 

  ohlained for D-lines by some inres6ga[ors.

4 (1938)
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From compari~n with the values of M[D] 
in dissnni. states, it is fovnrl that for ITCh 
H Br, FII, \aCi and KCI, decreasr: in Ure 
corrected molecular rotation takes place in 
formation of molecules fmm free inns ni in the 
case of the molecular refraction. Author, 

uo. On the reduction equilibrium of 
chromic chloride by hydrogen. K. Svro. 
J. Chcu,. Som Japan, 59, r7-tq (tg38).-•The 
reduction cvlvi!. of chrnnnic chloride by Lydro-

gen x•ns studied br llic stnticai metliod al  >
7°-.(qfi° I{ and the following relati~.m was 

olxained, log I{n=-4.87r.o43 +3. 4'-.                          •I- 3 ~t 

I'-mm the result obtained acme iltemuxl_vna-
mical values were calcd. as follows: 

  z CrCI, + H.=z CtCI_+a HCI 
      Jl lss=13393 cal, JF°.~~=n fi3r cal, 

       JS,~,=4aS3 F- t7. 

  z CrCIA= ZCrCa.+CI. 
      dHs=tiS,t73cal. dF°_,c=;7.or5caL 

       ~(~4s3=3 i•44 1s.U. :1 ulhor. 

tzt. The Faraday effect of strong ele-
ctrolytes in aqueous solutions. VI. 
(Utilization of the data of other in-
vestigators) A. Oknxaki. ,llem. of Xynjen 
Coll. rtl F.hg., ]0, 8q (t937)•-From the 
data fn' the magneto-optical rotation of a Hunt 
bet of electrolytes in aqueous solos. ohtnined 
i?v other investigators, variation with mn-
centratinn of the corrected molecular mla!ion 
3f [D:] was studied. It was found that lire 
M[D_]-value, of HCI, HBr, HI, CdCI_, 
A1CIa, C"Br, CriBr., lalL,Br, CdI, and CH, 
(bOLi decrease with increasing morn, 
while those of H\O„ \H,NO,. H_SQ, 

(~H,).SO„ HCIO„ Li(,90,. HIO, LiIO, 
increase and that of C}I,000H is, in practice, 
independent of the mncetmtion. 

   The M[D.~valves at infinite dilution 
were determined by graphiatl estmpolation. 
Aiost of them have p:ovel to be given by the 
svm of the mmected ionic rotations. 

                             :turbot. 

r_z. On Bjerrum's theory, of strong 
electrolytes. S. Kaneko. J.. G'heor. $oc.

.7afwn, iS-(_> (t938).~'onceming the activity 
cnefL of strong electrolytes in Ure dilute u,ln., 
the following fommla was obtained Inth 
from Bjerrum's theory and the author's thmry 

(Researches of the T3lectrc,technicat Lalxlrunry 
Ao. 403) 

0 

   In T=-4r.ns a-T)k l'rrsdr_ Dp'i' xh -A 

    1i=
Zllk1' ' 

where r isthe mean activity mefl:, n the number 
of molecules in unit volume. a the mean 
diameter of ion;, =the charfic of electron, x the 
valency of ions, r the distance fmm the cerure 
of the ion. D the dielectric amn. of the ull-
vent, and x the reciprocal of the thicknesc of 
ionic atnr. .author. 

ra3. The charge of an electron and the 
equivalent conductivity of strong elect-
rolytes. S. Kaneko. • lull. E1rc0•olrc/m. 
Laboralmy, I, 43h-437 (r937)•-From the 
daL1 of the equivalent mnductivit}~ of KCI 

solo. at Zi°C measured by Shedrocsky, the 
charge of an electron was calcri. by Onsalnr's 
theory and the value 4.793 x ro-'" es.u. wns 
obtainal. Antlmr. 

t14. The foundation of theaheory of 
strong electrolytes. 5. Kaneko. .I. Clu•ru. 
b'nc..lnpau, 59, Zqq-3o3 (tg381.=I'he founda-
tion of Dehye-FIUCkeI's theory of stmn 
cicctrolyl~s xas cerilierl fmm a sL•distical 
mechanics, and the enact formulae of activity 
coetT., osmotic coe(I. surf heat of dilwion were 
deduced. Awhnr. 

rz;. The individual activity coefficient 
of ions and the velocity of reactions. 
S. Kaneko. J. Cheat. Srrc. Jnpsn. 59, zq5-
:q3 (r g33). The author pawed that [here 
a•as nn aintradiction between Brfinsterl's 
theory alaut the velocity of reactions and 
the theory that the author proposed alAiut 
the individual ac[ivip• melt. of -ions in the 
mixture of electrolytes in his previous paper, 
and dare a few examples to make the mean-
in~ of the individual activity meH. clearer. 

                              f- L. (.



rz3. On the Ltesegang phenomena under 
the electric field. i'. Okaya, Japxnn. J. 
f'lule., 1'L, 9-z5 (t937)•-When a capillary 
tube filled with gelatine impreRmated with a 

solo. ul' pot:vs;imn bichromate u put in conGCt 
with a soln• of silver nitrate at one end, the 
silver ions Lregin to difl~usY thmugh the gelatine 
and torso discrete and separate pptn. layers 
of silver bichromate at such a place )„ from 
the mntact end and at sudr a moment t„ ns 
shhs(}~ the relation : }?„=1„/ ,, t„ , p„ beigg a 
coast, The author oluerved that this relation 
Geld evut e•hen an electric Iw[ential ditTerencu 
V a:ts applie.l behveen both end of the capil-
lary Cube. Lt this case, the coast. d was related 
linevly io Vin such a uay as d=t?a (1-YV)• 
F[e also investigated both thexetically and 
cxptly. the rehuion which held butu'een I„ or 

4, surd the order mm~ber n of [he ppur. layers. 
Ile studied theoretienlh• the arses of rhythmic 

pphr• and obtained the espn~ssion (or dre ppnr. 
cne;gr which must be ci+nst. tilt every pptn. 
Inter :and for u"tch system of expts. I•'rirm 
the exptl. data, he mufinued that m was 
really cuns6 and nearly eyunl to t7.S kcal. 

per ion-molecule of silver ecen under the 
electric field. He also found that the diffu-
sion coast. a and the mobility x of silver ions 
can be giren approximately bt• a=a~(lt 

mV)--'~, x_~x (1-mV), provided that V is 
not 4ugz. The temp. eB-eels on these cast.

                                               1fiJt~lt~mit€1 Vol. 12n No. 

$o. d ./~,'r//<~id C/rrrnitb~~ nail Smfrr L%nui,r`r l:rt 

t zb. The adsorption ut helium on char- with Qre helium as thermometer dun-n lu 
coal below 78°K., and production and G"1{. author. 
thermometry of low temperatures. L•'. 
Katxla. Br<I/. Che,it. Soc. Japxne. 13, z4r- tz7. Qn the hydrogen peroxide. electrode.                                            I ..I{odnma and 'I'. Onuuka. Lrat, of Gio-
zq6 (tg38).=1'he adsorption of helium on chem., Syrrshu Inrp. Uuic., Fukrinka.-Lt the 
charcoal below 73°K. was measured and the cell Pt. II,O;H+//s'ttcL KCI//satd. KCI, HoCI, 
heat of sorption teas detd. Systematical trials I-Ig, the effect of the cuncn. of hydrogen 
of the desorption tnctlrod for the purpose of peroxide and hydrogen ion were sludietl. 
obtaining ]ow temp. without liyuid helium It was found that the eyualion }?=Ev-,r.S 
were described. kesistauce thermometers of xpH held at zo°C, Between pLl o.t t7 and 
m;urganin anJ of constanlan were calibrated pH-6.q7 Authors. 

      4-COLLOID CHEMISTRY AND SURFACE CHEMISTRY

y,.a and x were also inccstigated. 
                         Author. 

t zq. Studies on the physico-chemical 
properties and the constitution of 
thermoreversible gel. I, II and III. 1', 
Hirata, .T. Chem. Sx. Jn1mie, 58. ; r~6-u62 
(ty37).-The measurements made b}• the 
author nn sol and gel of gelatine on their 
scattering of light, e(ectrol}•tic catductivit}•, 
ultrafiltration, refiactice index and the rigidity of 
gelatine gel are gieen. "l'lrc Follotcing empirical 

eyualion was obtained : F„ p= n                                                    t -y"i 
where a and it :ue coast., Sn. p the dis-

placement of gel, produced b}• a coast. 
pressure P on the axis of cipillarc tube 
of the special app. for measurement of rigidity 
df gel used by the author and _ the dielectric 
cons[. of the intunnicellar liyuid of the gel. 
Lt the tax wleen p=6xto'(dyne%m=), the 
uumetical c:dues of a and p .were computed 
as aoSzXro-",tt.6o~Xio-', resp Hy the 
aid of these results, the constitution of 
thennoreversible gel of ,gelatine is discussed 
and [he conclus'inn is reached that the c:mse 
of the change of rigidit}' of gel due to temp. 
con Ix: ascribed to the change of dielectric 
cond. of intermicelhu liquid of the gel clue «+ 
temp. aml that the nature. of the intermicellar 
forces which cause the rigidiq~ of gel may he 
an electric Bipolar are. :lutbor,
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  t3a A new theory of wetting-out 
  action K. llishiyama and nl. Sekido. .!. 

   .Soc. textile Lrduatry, Jalxrn, 3, i45-ibi 
  (u)$7),-The authors have smdicd on the 

  theory of wettingout action of solos. against 
  textile materials, containing wettingout agent, 
  and the resaltsobtained are as follows: 

      t) The essential force of wetting-out 
  action is an interfacial expansion, and not a 

  tension, which occur on the interface of a 
  liquid against a solid. The surface tension of 

 a liquid against air and th_ interfacial espau-
 sion u( the liquid against a solid have import-
  ant relations [o wetting. The interfacial ez-

  pa•uiou coincides vectorically with the ac)hesion 
 tension (Ilafupumung), which is assumed W 

  be the difference bat.ve~n the interfacial ten-
  sions of the solid. 

     z) Let a be the surF.lce tension of a 
  liquid against air, and ~ its interfacial expansion 

 against a solid. if a drop of the 1'tquid lies 
  upon the solid surface, two forces act at the 
  point O, When dte drop remains lying in 
  equilibrium condition upon the solid surface 

  with formation of angle of contact B, dte 
  twine of the con4ac[ angle inJicato the ratio 

  of -s to a, natuely, 

     If the contact angle u smaller than qo°, 
 as in the rrse of a drop of quicluiker lying 

  on [he surface of a glass plate, an interfaWial 
  tension occurs on the interface of the liquid 

  against the solid. 
     3) The sm'face tension e•hich acts in the 

  case of }vetting is dynamic, and not static, 
  and the dynamic tension is always not so 

  small The dynamic surface tension, which 
  acU in the case of high rate of wetting, is 

  m.••rrly equal to that of pure water. ll is rc-
  cogoiserl that the surface tensions of :r pure ' li

quid, such v u•ateq has in most casts the

same magnitude either in the static staW or in 
the dynamic. 

   4) .Although the. static surface tension of 
water is remarkably lowered by dte prescuce 
of wetting-out agent, its substantial action is 
to enlarge the contact angle without notieeaLly 
depressing the xlynamic tension. The welling 

power. of a solo. against a leztile material 
is represented by the product of the dynamic 
surface tension and the cosine of the Contlct 
angle. 

   5) 'PLe wetting-out action is a dynamic 
phenomenon. Therefore, in testing the wetting 
power of a solo., the rate of cvet[iug must 
Ue mc:uu5td'al its various slag's. Authors. 

tar. The catalytic action of colloidal 
constituents of soils on the conversion 
of cyanamide. 5. Poneda. Dojyo-kiryo, ll, 
dib-•Ii3 (r937)•-To study theretativr ability 
of some colloidal constituents of ordinary 
soils on the conversion of cyanamide, various 
substances were added to its aqumus solo. 
at :o°L. A[ certaih intervals the content of 
cyanamide-, urea-and dicyandiamidc nitrogen 

was determined. 'Phe-results ntay be summariz-
ed as follows. Of the greatest canilytic. 
lctivity to form urea was manganese dioxide 
hydrate; next to it were manganese dioxide 
and ion hydroxide. .Manganese hydroxide 
slwwed catalytic ability W form dicyan-
diamidc. Iron oxide, aluminium hydroxide, 
colloidal silica gel, fuller's earth, humic 
acid and activated charmd had a very slight 
abilit}' w convert cyanamide. As some 
investigators showed, most of c-,vanamide was 
tmttsformed W dicyandiamidc in the alkaline 
solo. of pH q.z, but this reaction was modified 
to form urea and dicyandiamidc simultane-
ously, when icon hydroxide or mangmtc>c di-
oxide 6}'dtate was addtd to this solo. 

                            Autlmr.




